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Abstract

The Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment (SHERE) is a proposed International Space Station (ISS) glovebox experiment designed to study the effect of preshear on the transient evolution of the microstructure and viscoelastic tensile stresses for monodisperse dilute polymer solutions. Collectively referred to as “Boger fluids,” these polymer solutions have become a popular choice for rheological studies of non-Newtonian fluids and are the non-Newtonian fluid used in this experiment. The SHERE hardware consists of the Rheometer, Camera Arm, Interface Box, Cabling, Keyboard, Tool Box, Fluid Modules, and Stowage Tray. Each component will be described in detail in this paper. In the area of space exploration, the development of in-situ fabrication and repair technology represents a critical element in evolution of autonomous exploration capability. SHERE has the capability to provide data for engineering design tools needed for polymer parts manufacturing systems to ensure their rheological properties have not been impacted in the variable gravity environment and this will be briefly addressed.

Nomenclature

\[ \begin{align*} 
D & : \text{displacement} \\
\varepsilon & : \text{Hencky strain} \\
\dot{\varepsilon} & : \text{extensional strain rate} \\
F & : \text{force} \\
g & : \text{gravity} \\
L_o & : \text{initial length} \\
R_o & : \text{initial radius} \\
R_{mid} & : \text{midpoint diameter} \\
T & : \text{temperature} \\
t & : \text{time} \\
V(t) & : \text{stretch velocity} \\
V_f & : \text{final stretch velocity} \\
\Omega & : \text{pre-rotation (pre-shear) rate} \\
\mu & : \text{viscosity} 
\end{align*} \]

I. Introduction

The resistance of a fluid to an imposed flow is termed “viscosity,” and it is a fundamental material parameter by which manufacturers and end-users characterize a material. Normally, researchers place a material in a commercial instrument that imposes a simple shearing flow, which reports a rate-dependent shear viscosity. While this level of characterization is sufficient for some processes, in typical industrial polymer processing operations, the material experiences a complex flow history with both shear and extensional kinematic characteristics. For example, in fiber spinning, the fluid experiences a complex transient shear flow as it flows through the spinneret head before entering a region of dominant uniaxial elongation in the spinline. In injection molding, the fluid is sheared in the extruder before transient uniaxial acceleration into the “gates” and cylindrical runners of the die (ref. 1).

Polymer behavior under these conditions is process-dependent and stems from their long chain structure. Polymers are typically hydrocarbon-based molecules composed of repeated molecular units (repeat units) and can...
contain hundreds to tens of thousands of repeat units. The resulting long molecular chain is usually very flexible, allowing the polymer to coil, extend, and entangle with neighboring polymer chains. In its rest state, a typical polymer chain will assume a random coiled configuration. When exposed to a shearing flow, this coil will extend slightly and deform into an elliptical shape aligned 45° to the flow direction. It will then flip over, repeating this action again and again in the flow. When the polymer is exposed to an extensional flow, the coil extends uniaxially and can be pulled taut if the flow is strong enough. Because polymers act like springs, more stress is required to stretch them to higher strains. This relationship between stress and extensional deformation rate (i.e., strain rate) is expressed as an extensional viscosity and is a fundamental material parameter independent of shear viscosity (ref. 1).

Due to the coiling effect of shear flow on the polymer chains, shearing on the fluid immediately before extension will have an effect on the extensional behavior of the fluid. Therefore, the main objective of the Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment (SHERE) is to study the effect of preshear on the extensional behavior of the fluid. Specifically, of interest is the transient evolution of the microstructure and viscoelastic tensile stresses that are present during the extension of the fluid.

II. Science Objectives

A. Overview

The combination of both shearing and extensional flows is common in many polymer processing operations such as extrusion, blow-molding and fiber spinning. Therefore, knowledge of the complete rheological properties of the polymeric fluid being processed is required in order to accurately predict and account for its flow behavior. In addition, if numerical simulations are to serve as a priori design tools for optimizing polymer processing operations, then it is critical to have an accurate knowledge of the extensional viscosity and its variation with temperature, concentration, molecular weight, and strain rate.

Unlike Newtonian fluids, complex fluids such as polymers cannot be characterized by a single material parameter such as the Newtonian viscosity, \( \mu \). Instead, they exhibit non-linear responses to imposed deformations. Constitutive models have shown the extensional function of non-Newtonian fluids are not constant but depend on both the rate of deformation and the total strain experienced by a fluid element.

A class of dilute polymer solutions collectively referred to as “Boger fluids,” have become a popular choice for rheological studies of non-Newtonian fluids and will used in this experiment. These ideal elastic fluids exhibit a nearly constant shear viscosity, which allows a direct comparison of Boger fluids with Newtonian fluids having similar viscosities. The high viscosity of the suspending solvent results in long relaxation times and substantial normal stresses, and the low concentration of high molecular weight polymers facilitates modeling analysis (ref. 2).

B. Justification for Microgravity

During the experiment, a smooth, bubble-free, cylindrical liquid bridge will be generated between two flat endplates. The liquid bridge will initially be 5 mm long and 10 mm in diameter. A homogeneous shear rate will be imposed on the fluid by rotating one endplate at a preselected rate in the range 0 to 500 rpm for a predetermined time while holding the other endplate stationary. As soon as the rotation has stopped, a homogeneous elongational deformation will be imposed by axially translating one of the endplates in an exponential manner to generate constant strain rates in the range of 0.1 to 5.0 s\(^{-1}\). The tensile force and filament shape will be monitored during the elongation, and the elongation will stop at a length of approximately 194 mm.

![Figure 1.—Newtonian fluid in extensional flow.](image-url)
Figure 2.—Fluid module KC–135 deployment test.

Once the elongated bridge has stabilized, the experiment will continue to monitor the subsequent evolution of the midpoint radius, filament shape, and tensile force in the column. Eventually, the filament will neck down and break under the combined action of elastic and viscous capillary stresses. Figure 1 shows an example of the evolution of the elongated bridge and its midpoint radius after stretching in a 1g environment for a Newtonian fluid.

Gravitational body forces cause appreciable sagging of fluid filaments. This sagging is most notable for low deformation rates where strain-hardening is not significant. Removing these forces will allow one to probe a wider parametric range of strain rates while simultaneously measuring the total stress and velocity field (shape and diameter) of the fluid. These measurements will provide an idealized data set for theoretical model comparison and can serve as a gold standard for ground-based extensional rheometry. Engineering tests of the fluid have been done using NASA’s KC–135 Reduced Gravity Airplane. However, the short test time of 20 s and the jittery microgravity environment precluded obtaining useful science data. Figure 2 shows the fluid deployment test that were performed on NASA’s KC–135.

C. Measurement Requirements

Several key measurements will be made during the experiment. They include measuring the axial force induced due to shearing and stretching of the elastic fluid, axial displacement of the translation stage, axial midplane diameter of the fluid filament, temperature of the fluid, and fluid filament shape and evolution. These measurements were the driver for the design of the Rheometer and are discussed in detailed in the hardware description section.

The SHERE glovebox investigation has 25 test points as defined in figure 3. These 25 test points consist of 5 series of tests (I – V), each with a different stretch rate. Within each series, there are 5 different pre-shear rates. The following equations define the parameters that will be measured during each test.

\[
\Omega = \frac{\dot{\gamma}_o L_o}{R_o} \frac{60}{2\pi}
\]  

(1)
where $L_0 = 5$ mm and $R_0 = 5$ mm represent the initial length and velocity, respectively and $\dot{\gamma}$ is the shear rate.

Stretch Velocity: $V(t) = L_0 \dot{\epsilon} e^{\dot{\gamma}t}$

(2)

Final Stretch Velocity: $V_f = 40L_0\dot{\epsilon}$

(3)

III. Hardware Description

A. Hardware Design Parameters

The science objective of SHERE is to investigate the effect of preshearing on the stress/strain response of a polymeric liquid being stretched in microgravity. The design of the hardware was guided by the following test conditions: Generate a smooth, bubble-free, cylindrical liquid bridge (5x10$\times 10^{-6}$ mm $\pm$ 5%) between two flat endplates. Impose a homogeneous shear rate in the fluid by rotating one of the endplates in the range 0$\leq \Omega \leq$ 500 rpm $\pm$1% while holding the other plate stationary. Achieve target angular velocity within 100 ms; stop rotation within 10 ms of starting elongational deformation. Impose an approximately homogeneous elongational deformation in the fluid by axially translating one endplate in an exponential manner to generate strain rates ($\dot{\epsilon}$) in the range 0.1$\leq \dot{\epsilon} \leq$ 5.0 s$^{-1}$ while obtaining maximum Hencky strains in the range 3.5$\leq \varepsilon \leq$ 4.5. Conduct tests within the temperature range 20$\leq T \leq$ 25 $^\circ$C (68$\leq T \leq$ 77 $^\circ$F).

Furthermore, the following measurement requirements were imposed on the hardware design: Measure the axial force induced due to shearing and stretching within the range of $|F|\leq 10^4$ dyne $\pm$ 50 dyne (10 $\pm$ 0.05 grams-force). Measure the actual axial elongation of the fluid to within $\pm$ 0.05 mm. Measure the axial midplane diameter of fluid filament within the range of 0.1$\leq D \leq$ 10 mm $\pm$ 0.005 mm. Measure the temperature $T$ of the fluid to within $\pm$ (0.5) $^\circ$C. Provide video of the fluid filament to adequately and accurately detect edges and measure axial profile $D(z)$ of the fluid column. Based on these requirements the SHERE Rheometer and Camera Arm were designed. Additional components in support of the experiment include the Interface Box, Cables, Keyboard, Tool Box, Fluid Modules, and Stowage Tray. A software application using LabVIEW was developed to operate this experiment. SHERE was designed and built to operate in the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) on the ISS (fig. 4). A brief description of each SHERE equipment item follows.

B. Rheometer

The Rheometer is the heart of the SHERE experiment (see fig. 5) where the preshear, elongational deformation, midpoint radius, filament shape, tensile force, and temperature measurements are made. The main components within the Rheometer include a rotational stepper motor mounted on a linear translation stage (slider), axial position sensor, laser micrometer, force transducer, electroluminescent (EL) panel, X-Y positioning stage, force transducer zeroing potentiometer, and thermistors. A Fluid Module is inserted between two quick-connect mounts—one fixed and the other movable. The covers of the Fluid Module are removed to allow a small quantity of fluid to be deployed between two flat plates. The X-Y stage can be used to make sure both flat plates are exactly aligned with
Figure 4.—SHERE Rheometer, camera arm, interface box and tool box inside MSG facility.

Figure 5.—Rheometer with cover (open) and showing force transducer, preshear motor and slider, linear translation slide, position sensor, laser micrometer, and camera.

each other. The fluid is then sheared by the rotational stepper motor at a pre-programmed rate and duration. The stepper motor has a maximum commanded rotation rate of 500 rpm. The rotation is then stopped, and the slider is moved away from the stationary plate with an exponentially increasing velocity profile, which yields a constant strain rate for the entire stretch throughout the deforming filament. The maximum translational velocity of the slider is 40 in/s. The slide travel is limited by bumpers and end structure of the Rheometer. The tensile force during the elongation and after stopping is monitored with a high accuracy force transducer attached to the stationary plate.
This transducer is a custom device manufactured for the SHERE project by Futek, Inc., which has previous experience working with NASA on high-accuracy rheometry measurements. The position of the moving plate is recorded over time by the axial position sensor to verify the imposed velocity profile. By backlighting the test fluid with an EL panel and viewing the fluid column from above with a video camera, half of the fluid column’s shape is recorded for later analyses and simulations. Additionally, the fluid diameter is recorded after full extension via a laser micrometer at the column’s midpoint. Fluid and air temperatures are digitally recorded from thermistors. The Rheometer is shown in figure 4 with the Camera Arm mounted to it. A folding cover with top and front viewing windows provides a level of containment of the fluid inside the Rheometer. The cover is secured using two captive 1/4-turn fasteners. The Rheometer housing material is aluminum alloy 6061-T6, and the top and front viewing windows are polycarbonate Lexan (General Electric). A special optical coating on each window is used to prevent the laser micrometer light from escaping, and two interlock switches cut power to the micrometer if the cover is opened. Each window is protected by a removable cover held in place with two captive fasteners.

C. Camera Arm
The Camera Arm attaches to the back of the Rheometer using two captive 1/4-turn fasteners. A black and white video camera is mounted to the top of the arm viewing down through the top window of the Rheometer. It provides a view of more than half of the filament length closest to the stationary flat plate. The filament is viewed as a silhouette with the EL panel providing as a soft uniform backlight. Power for the camera is derived from the SHERE Interface Box. The Camera Arm materials are aluminum alloy 6061-T6 and 6063.

D. Interface Box and Cables
The Interface Box provides power distribution and control for all components as well as data acquisition and storage. The Interface Box contains DC-DC converters, a motor controller, two motor drivers, signal conditioning, video boards, and an embedded processor. The Interface Box material is aluminum alloy 6061-T6. SHERE has seven electrical cables providing power and signal interconnections between the Rheometer, Interface Box, Camera Arm, and MSG.

E. Fluid Modules and Stowage Tray
SHERE will launch twenty-five Fluid Modules stored in a Stowage Tray. The Fluid Modules (fig. 6) are two-layered, cylindrical containers for the non-Newtonian Boger fluid samples. The outer shell protects the inner shroud, which is slid back to deploy the fluid column between two end plates. Each Fluid Module has a thermistor that is connected to the Rheometer when it is installed for monitoring the fluid temperature. The Fluid Module endplate

![Figure 6.—Exploded view of fluid module.](image-url)
attached to the preshear motor is connected via a custom-designed quick connect. This end is rotated for a preset period of time and then translated to create an elongate fluid column. The Fluid Module endplate connected to the force transducer is connected via a magnet. It is stationary throughout the experiment. At the end of each experiment, the Fluid Module is closed and re-stored. The Fluid Modules are packaged in a 5x3 array in two layers inside the Fluid Module Stowage Tray. The Fluid Modules are made of aluminum alloy 6061-T6, and the Stowage Tray is aluminum alloy 6061-T6, stainless steel alloy 410, and filled with LD33 Plastazote foam. The Stowage Tray will be stored on-orbit in a temperature-controlled facility, either the Single-Locker Thermal Enclosure System (STES) or the Commercial Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus (CGBA), at 20 ± 1 °C to establish the required fluid temperature prior to testing. This tray will also be used to hold the Fluid Modules for launch and regular stowage. Each individual Fluid Module will be sealed in a bag as an additional level of containment. Long duration testing has been conducted on the Fluid Modules over several years to ensure the fluid will not leak while in storage on the ISS. Additional testing is also needed to ensure the fluid samples can be successfully deployed after being stored for a long period of time.

**F. Tool Box**

The Tool Box contains miscellaneous parts and tools used during the setup and operation of the experiment. It also serves as a temporary storage location for various parts that are removed from the Rheometer during experiment operations. It is made of aluminum alloy 3003-T0, filled with LD33 Plastazote foam, and is mounted by Velcro (Velcro Industries B.V.) strips to the top of the Interface Box when inside the MSG. The following tools are contained inside the Tool Box: the Fluid Module Deployment Tool, Fluid Module Closing Tool, Fluid Module Holding Tool, Disk Alignment Tool, Camera Scale and Focusing Target, Laser Micrometer Calibration Target, Force Transducer Calibration Tool, Magnet Removal Tool and the Fluid Cleanup Material. The lid is held open by a Velcro pad when inside the MSG and is secured by Velcro strips when closed.

**G. Keyboard**

The Keyboard is used by the crew for data entry and experiment control. It is attached to a Bogen (Bogen Communications, Inc.) arm outside the MSG Work Volume (WV). The Keyboard is housed inside an aluminum alloy 3003-T0 box with a hinged lid. The lid allows access to the keyboard when opened and protects the keyboard from inadvertent operations when closed. The lid has a locking latch when opened and is secured by Velcro strips when closed.

**H. Software**

SHERE has developed a LabVIEW application to operate the experiment. The application executes on the Embedded Processor (EP) inside the Interface Box. The software allows for data entry and experiment parameter selection by the crew and also controls the hardware operation for initial setup tasks, experiment execution and data acquisition. The EP generates data screens that are combined with the video signal from the camera to create a single data display used by the crew for experiment setup/control. The data screen is also recorded on the MSG video recorders, and downlinked for realtime experiment observation on the ground. Experiment data is also recorded by the EP and stored on a PCMCIA card for later download. This data is then periodically transferred to the MSG Laptop Computer (MLC) for downlink to the ground for detailed analysis.

**IV. MSG Interfaces**

SHERE will receive +28VDC from the MSG to the Interface Box. This power is conditioned within the Interface Box to provide the required voltages to the SHERE components. The Interface Box provides circuit protection for the incoming +28VDC power via a 3A circuit breaker. All power to the Rheometer, Camera Arm and Keyboard passes through the Interface Box.
The Interface Box interfaces to the MLC via an RS232 serial communication link. This interface is used to transfer data files to the MLC for later downlink to the ground during operations. Ground commands to the MSG will be performed to downlink of these data files.

An RS-170A video signal interfaces to the MSG video system. The video signal will be recorded on the MSG DV-CAM recorders, downlinked to the ground for realtime experiment observation, and displayed on one of the MSG video monitors for crew usage.

V. Experiment Operations

A. Detailed Operations

On-orbit SHERE operations will consist of hardware installation, hardware turn-on, hardware checkout, fluid sample installation, experiment execution, fluid sample removal and hardware removal. Also, for long periods of down time, a hardware shutdown procedure may be employed. SHERE will be in a soft stowage configuration for launch and landing.

The Fluid Modules are stored at 20 °C for at least 24 hr prior to testing. After the hardware is installed in the MSG, the experiment goes through a set of initial checkout and calibration procedures. Once these procedures are complete, one Fluid Module is installed in the Rheometer, the outside shells of the Fluid Module are removed and the inner shroud is slid back to expose the Boger fluid. The preshear motor is then rotated at a slow 100 rpm, and a stable fluid column is verified. Horizontal and vertical X-Y position controls are available as necessary to achieve a stable column. After stopping the slow column rotation, the force transducer reading is zeroed using an adjustment knob on the Rheometer.

A test point is then selected (preshear and strain rates), and the experiment automatically executes. The fluid is presheared and stretched according to a pre-programmed exponential velocity profile. The stretch is stopped abruptly at 194 mm in length, and the fluid is allowed to relax. Each experiment lasts approximately 5 min, most of which is spent waiting for the fluid column to drain to the end plates and eventually breaks in the middle.

Afterwards, the translation slider is repositioned to the starting position, and the fluid column is recombined. If it is reusable due to criteria based on temperature, bubble contamination, and previous strain encountered, then another test can be performed with the same Fluid Module. Otherwise, the Fluid Module is removed, and the next one is installed for the next test.

B. Crew Operations

On-orbit crew interaction involves crew procedures guiding the installation/removal of the SHERE hardware in the MSG WV, mating/demating of cables, Fluid Module installation/removal with thermistor connection, and experiment setup/execution operations. All cabling will be properly labeled and keyed to prevent mismating. All voltages encountered are less than 32VDC, and no live connections are made with the exception of the Fluid Module thermistor connection to the Rheometer. Knobs and switches are designed to provide enough clearance for crew usage.

A trainer unit was designed, fabricated and built that is almost identical to the SHERE flight hardware unit. It will be used to familiarize the crew in the operations of the SHERE hardware. It was also used as a working engineering model during the assembly process for SHERE.

VI. In-Situ Fabrication and Repair Applications

In the area of space exploration, the development of in-situ fabrication technology (a means of building new parts or replacing existing parts or tools) represents a critical element in the evolution of autonomous exploration capability. These parts, which include both new and recycled materials, will consist of plastics, polymers, metals, ceramics and composites. SHERE plays a role in this area in that it will be measuring a material property that has a direct connection to in-situ manufacturing and fabrication of polymer parts. Understanding extensional rheology is key in understanding how to process, for example, thermoplastic elastomers (flexible elastic polymeric materials) which are very resilient and can be made very thin (and hence light). This has tremendous benefit in future space missions where weight plays a critical role in the overall cost of a mission. Additionally, in-situ repair and non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technologies provide a means of repairing systems during transport and while on the Moon, Mars, and other extraterrestrial bodies. Multimaterial adhesives and fillers provide for a wide variety of repair applications such as applying adhesives under a reduced gravity environment for repairs of space suits or other materials. Ground-based work done by Professor Gareth McKinley using the filament stretching rheometer involves the investigations of cohesive and adhesive instabilities which manifests itself in concepts such as adhesion.
and tackiness of a material (ref. 2). SHERE has the capability to provide data for engineering design tools needed for polymer parts manufacturing systems to ensure their rheological properties have not been impacted in the variable gravity environment.

VII. Conclusion

The SHERE flight hardware has been completed but has not been manifested, i.e., assigned to a Shuttle mission that will visit the ISS. While it is not known if SHERE will fly, numerous papers, presentations and conference talks have been written or given as a result of the ground-based testing done at the NASA Glenn Research Center and at the principal investigator’s laboratory at MIT. This paper is a summary of the capability of the SHERE glovebox investigation and discusses SHERE’s potential impact for in-situ fabrication and repair during future space exploration initiatives.
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